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fAnsr,ver any two questions from Group-A and any three question from Group-ts;
Separate answer script must be used for Group-A and Group-B;
Figures in the right hand margin indicate full marks.l

Group-A

1 a) What is meant by operator overloading? Why operator overloading is necessary in object oriented 3

programming? Explain rvith an example.
b) Can operator + 0 be a friend function? Write a program for overload the + operator for allow the 4

operations to use either order: int + object or object + int.
c) Explain the main reason fbr overloading the [] operator rvith a program example. 2
d) Write the limitations of operator overloading. 1

2 a) 1. Distinguish among public, private, and protected inheritance. 4

Ii. Explain i,vhy protected inheritance is needed w'ith suitable example,

b) When do ambigLrit,v errors occur in multipie inheritance and hor.v we can resolve this problem in 3

Cr-+? Explain using a prograln example.
c) Write a program where a virtuai base ciass might be necessary and explain it. 3

3 a) What are the implications of the following two definitions?
L class A: public B {...} ; Z

IL class A: private B{...};
b) Define abstract class. How rve initialize the base class members using derived ciass constructor? 2

c) SLrppose you have a child class. This child class is inherited by two parent classes. The two parent
classes are inherited by a grand parent class.In this case the child class may access the grand I
parent class by any of the tr,vo ways from parentl or parent2 . Bulr.ve lvant to restrict itby onty u

one way. Write the syntax and describe it.
Group-B

4 a) What do you mean by I/O manipttlators? 3

b) What are differences between ttnformatted and formatted I/O operations. 3

c) Write a program in C++ language to shorv the following output by using string width 10. 4

CSE
%%%%%csE
csE%%%%%
123.234567
123 234%%%

5 a) What do you mean by Polymorphism in object oriented programming? Write the difference
between static binging and dynamic binging 

^-o^*^^^^""'D' 
3

b) What type of polymorphism we achieve using virtual function? How? Expiain rvith an appropriate 
4

program example.
c) Describe polymorphic class. 3
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6 a) Handling exception'is a very common word in C++. What do you mean by exception and.how can ait b'e handled in C++? )
b) Write a program that catches some axception and thrort,i/ to handle for abnorntal termination of

the progran-r 3

c) Describe a component of STL (Standard Template Library). 4

7.a) Is the following fragment correct? If not, r.vhat is the correct version? Z

class base {
public:

virtual int f(int a):0;
f\

a:i0;
)

\.t)

class derived: public base {
int f(int a, int b) {return a*b;}
);

b) What do you mean by template class? Write a program that uses a template. 4c) Write the rules of pure virtual functions. Why do lve use these types of functions? Explain with a n
program example. +
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